
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

David Liu, a New York attorney and Chinese patent agent, has more than 10 years of legal experiences 

in both the U.S. and China. David has significant experience representing multinational clients in patent 

litigation, patent prosecution and trade secret litigation throughout IP Courts, CNIPA and PRB in China, and 

USPTO and PTAB in the United States. He practices in a large variety of technologies, including 

telecommunication, computer software and hardware, integrated circuit, artificial intelligence, cloud 

computing, 3D, medical device, signal processing, image processing, consumer electronics, and automotive 

industry. David has a bachelor degree on computer science and engineering and a master degree on 

diplomatic study. He graduated from the Pace University School of Law with a JD degree. Before joining 

Chang Tsi & Partners, David worked for Volpe & Koenig in Philadelphia, King & Wood Mallesons in Beijing 

for many years.  

 

 
Practice Focus 

 

�  Intellectual property assignment, licensing, franchising, due diligence and audit services, intellectual 

property protection strategy development   

� Intellectual property infringement analysis, and dispute resolution 

� Special legal services for corporate establishment, M&A, reorganization and liquidation, and corporate 

daily legal affairs such as market access, commercial contracts, regulatory compliance 

� Resolution of various contract disputes, equity disputes and labor disputes 

 

Technical Fields 
 

Telecommunication, computer software and hardware, integrated circuit, artificial intelligence, 

cloud computing, 3D, medical device, signal processing, image processing, consumer electronics, 

and automotive industry 
 

Years with IP Matters 
 

� 2012 until now 
 
 

David Liu 
 
Patent Counsel 

Email: patent@changtsi.com | Phone: +86 10 88369999 



 

Representative Cases 
 

Represented Baidu.com, a Chinese search engine giant, and secured wins in a series of patent legal actions 
against Sogou Inc., including patent invalidation proceedings before CNIPA, and litigations before the Beijing IP 
Court;  

Represented Ericsson, one of the leading telecommunication service providers, in a series of patent 
invalidation proceedings against Samsung;  

Representing Nokia, one of the world’s largest telecommunication companies, in a series of patent legal 
actions against OPPO, a major smartphone manufacturer in China including patent invalidation proceedings before 
CNIPA, and infringement litigations before the Beijing IP Court; 

Represented Philips in a series of patent infringement litigations and patent invalidation cases against OnePlus;  
Provided legal services to InterDigital, a global leader in wireless communications, in its standard essential 

patent licensing project with Huawei; 
Represented InterDigital in a series of patent invalidation cases against Lenovo;  
Represented a Chinese 5G service provider in a trade secret litigation filed by one of its competitors; 
Advised Rambus, a chip designer and developer, for a patent licensing project with MediaTek; 
FTO projects for Goldman Sachs (Asia) Investment Co., Ltd; 
Served as counsel representing a multinational tunnel boring machine manufacturer, in a trade secret 

litigation against its competitors; 
Defended Beken Corporation, a famous integrated circuit provider, in a patent infringement litigation before 

the Beijing IP court; 
Represented Egis Technology Inc., a leading fingerprint sensor provider, in its patent battles with Goodix 

Technology Co., Ltd over a series of patent invalidations and infringement litigations; 
Prosecuted both Chinese and American patent applications for Delta Electronic; 
Represented Foxconn in its patent invalidation litigation against Patent Reexamination Board in China before 

the Beijing IP Court; 
Prosecuted Chinese and American patent applications for Lenovo; 
Prosecuted Chinese patent applications for RICOH.s 
 

 

Education 
 

� Pace University, School of Law, JD, Cum Laude 
� China Foreign Affairs University, Master of Diplomatic Studies 
� Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Bachelor of Computer Science and Engineering 

 

Bar Admission 
 

� New York Bar 
� China Bar  
� China Patent Bar 

 

Languages 
 

� Mandarin Chinese  
� English 
 


